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Tea at Five

The Secret Lives of Henry & Alice

A play in two acts by Matthew Lombardo
Tea at Five captures the fiery spirit of Katharine Hepburn
in a show that recounts her journey from a well-heeled
Yankee childhood to winner of four Oscars. Ensconced at
her beloved Fenwick home, Ms. Hepburn reflects on the
dizzying heights and emotional lows of her upbringing, her
adventures in show business and her heartbreaking romance
with Spencer Tracy. Audiences leave with new memories of
one of the most dearly loved ladies of an era.

A comedy by David Tristram
For Henry Smith - actor, comedian, raconteur, sporting
hero, leading socialite, business tycoon, secret agent, casanova and acting President of the United States - life was
rarely dull. For Alice Smith - housewife - life was rarely anything else.
Enter Michel - French waiter - tall, dark, and available. Exactly what happened next, no-one’s quite sure. Except that it
involved a rotting melon, a deckchair and a bottle of neckrub. Fantasy blurs into reality. Secret passions explode. And
two worlds which seemed a million miles apart are suddenly on a collision course.
It could only happen to Henry & Alice.
And only their pet goldfish, Orca, and you, will ever know
the true story.
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A comedy by Joseph Scrimshaw
Good evening and welcome to Café Surprise. On tonight’s
menu we’ve got an indecisive couple on a blind date, their
waiter and you, dear audience. Play the role of cruel fate by
deciding, what our couple cannot: red wine or white, stay or
leave, kiss or slap? We have more than 90 variations up our
sleeves but you determine which version of our play you are
about to witness. We can promise one thing: you won’t get to
see the same show twice.
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